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ABSTRACT
Battery Optimized Reactor Integral System (BORIS) is being developed as a multi-purpose fast-
spectrum reactor cooled by lead (Pb). BORIS is an integral optimized reactor with an ultra-long-
life core. BORIS aims to satisfy various energy demands maintaining inherent safety with the
primary coolant Pb, and improving economics. BORIS is being designed to generate 23 MWj,
with 10 MWe for at least twenty consecutive years without refueling and to meet the Generation
IV Nuclear Energy System goals of sustainability, safety, reliability, and economics. BORIS is
conceptualized to be used as the main power and heat source for remote areas and barren lands,
and also considered to be deployed for desalinization purpose. BORIS, based on modular
components to be viable for rapid construction and easy maintenance, adopts an integrated heat
exchanger system operated by natural circulation of Pb without pumps to realize a small sized
reactor. The BORIS primary system is designed through an optimization study. Thermal
hydraulic characteristics during a reactor steady state with heat source and sink by core and heat
exchanger, respectively, have been carried out by utilizing a computational fluid dynamics code
and hand calculations based on first principles. This paper analyzes a transient condition of the
BORIS primary system. The Pb coolant was selected for its lower chemical activity with air or
water than sodium (Na) and good thermal characteristics. The reactor transient conditions such as
core blockage, heat exchanger failure, and loss of heat sink, were selected for this study.
Blockage in the core or its inlet structure causes localized flow starvation in one or several fuel
assemblies. The coolant loop blockages cause a more or less uniform flow reduction across the
core, which may trigger coolant temperature transient. General conservation equations were
applied to model the primary system transients. Numerical approaches were adopted to discretize
the governing equations. A computer program was developed based on the energy and
momentum equations. The fluid velocity and properties variation were averaged over the cross
sectional area of the flow path. The Boussinesq approximation was used to simplify the
momentum equation. Latest friction factor correlations were supplied to accurately simulate the
coolant circulation of the system. The finite element approach was adopted to calculate the fuel
element temperature distribution to see whether specified design limit is conserved. Analyses
indicate the availability of acceptable margins against the design safety limits in all the
parametric cases analyzed.
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